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Abstract. For a socially intelligent robot, different levels of situation assessment are required, ranging from basic processing of sensor input to high-level analysis of semantics and intention. However, the attempt to combine them all prompts new research challenges and the need of a coherent framework and architecture.

This paper presents the situation assessment aspect of Romeo2, a unique project aiming to bring multi-modal and multi-layered perception on a single system and targeting for a unified theoretical and functional framework for a robot companion for everyday life. It also discusses some of the innovation potentials, which the combination of these various perception abilities adds into the robot’s socio-cognitive capabilities.
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1 Introduction
As robots started to co-exist in a human-centered environment, the human awareness capabilities must be considered. With safety being a basic requirement, such robots should be able to behave in a socially accepted and expected manner. This requires robots to reason about the situation, not only from the perspective of physical locations of objects, but also from that of ‘mental’ and ‘physical’ states of the human partner. Further, such reasoning should build knowledge with the human understandable attributes, to facilitate natural human-robot interaction.

The Romeo2 project (website 1 ), the focus of this paper, is unique in that it brings together different perception components in a unified framework for real-life personal assistant and companion robot in an everyday scenario. This paper outlines our perception architecture, the categorization of basic requirements, the key elements to perceive, and the innovation advantages such a system provides.

1 This work is funded by Romeo2 project, (http://www.projetromeo.com/), BPIFrance in the framework of the Structuring Projects of Competitiveness Clusters (PSPC)
Fig. 1 shows the Romeo robot and its sensors. It is a $40\text{kg}$ and $1.4\text{m}$ tall humanoid robot with 41 degrees-of-freedom, vertebral column, exoskeleton on legs, partially soft torso and mobile eyes.

### 1.1 An Example Scenario

Mr. Smith lives alone (with his Romeo robot companion). He is elderly and visually impaired. Romeo understands his speech, emotion and gestures, assists him in his daily life. It provides physical support by bringing the ‘desired’ items, and cognitive support by reminding about medicine, items to add in to-buy list, playing memory games, etc. It monitors Mr. Smith’s activities and calls for assistance if abnormalities are detected in his behaviors. As a social inhabitant, it plays with Mr. Smith’s grandchildren visiting him.

This outlined partial target scenario of Romeo2 project (also illustrated in fig. 2), depicts that being aware about human, his/her activities, the environment and the situation are the key aspects towards practical achievement of the project’s objective.

### 1.2 Related Works and the main Contributions

**Situation awareness** is the ability to perceive and abstract information from the environment [2]. It is an important aspect of day-to-day interaction, decision-making, and planning, so as important is the domain-based identification of the elements and attributes, constituting the state of the environment. In this paper, we will identify and present such elements from companion robot domain perspective, sec. 2.2. Further, three levels of it have been identified (Endsley et al. [9]): **Level 1 situation awareness**: To perceive the state of the elements composing the surrounding environment. **Level 2 situation awareness**: To build a goal oriented understanding of the situation. Experience and comprehension of the meaning are important. **Level 3 situation awareness**: To project on the future. Sec. 2.1 will present our sense-interact perception loop and map these levels.

Further, there have been efforts to develop integrated architecture to utilize multiple components of situation assessment. However, most of them are specific for a particular task like navigating [21], intention detection [16], robot’s self-perception [5], spatial and temporal situation assessment for robot passing through a narrow passage [1], laser data based human-robot-location situation assessment, e.g. human entering, coming closer, etc. [12]. Therefore, they are either limited by the variety of perception attributes, sensors or restricted to a particular perception-action scenario loop. On the other hand, various projects on Human Robot Interaction try to overcome perception limitations by different means and focus on high-level semantic and decision-making. Such as, the detection of objects is simplified by putting tags/markers on the objects, in the detection of people no audio information is used, [6], [14], etc. In [10], different layers of perception have
been analyzed to build representations of the 3D space, but focused on eye-hand coordination for active perception and not on high-level semantics and perception of the human.

In the Romeo2 project, we are making effort to bring a range of multi-sensor perception components within a unified framework (Naoqi, [18]), at the same time making the entire multi-modal perception system independent from a very specific scenario or task, and explicitly incorporating reasoning about human, towards realizing effective and more natural multi-modal human robot interaction. In this regard, to the best of our knowledge, Romeo2 project is the first effort of its kind for a real world companion robot. In this paper, we do not provide the details of each component. Instead, we give an overview of the entire situation assessment system in Romeo2 project (sec. 2.1). Interested readers can find the details in documentation of the system [18] and in dedicated publications for individual components, such as [4], [11], [19], [15], [3], [24], [17], [23], etc. (see the complete list of publications). Further, the combined effort to bring different components together helps us to identify some of the innovation potentials and to develop them, as discussed in section 3.

2 Perceiving Situation in Romeo2 Project

2.1 A Generalized Sense-Interact Perception Architecture for HRI

We have adapted a simple yet meaningful, sensing-interaction oriented perception architecture, by carefully identifying various requirements and their interdependencies, as shown in fig. 3. The roles of the five identified layers are:

(i) **Sense**: To receive signals/data from various sensors. Depending upon the sensors and their fusion. This layer can build 3D point cloud world; sense stimuli like touch, sound; know about the robot’s internal states such as joint, heat; record speech signals; etc. Therefore, it belongs to level 1 of situation assessment.

(ii) **Cognize**: Corresponds to the ‘meaningful’ (human-understandable level) and relevant information extraction, e.g. learning shapes of objects; learning to extract the semantics from 3D point cloud, the meaningful words from speech, the meaningful parameters in demonstration, etc. In most of the perception-action systems, this cognize part is provided a priori to the system. However, in Romeo2 projects we are taking steps to make cognize layer more visible by bringing together different learning modules, such as to learn objects, learn faces, learn the meaning of instructions, learn to categorize emotions, etc. This layer lies across level 1 and level 2 of situation assessment, as it is building knowledge in terms of attributes and their values and also extracting some meaning for future use and interaction.

(iii) **Recognize**: Dedicated to recognizing what has been ‘cognized’ earlier by the system, e.g. a place, face, word, meaning, emotion, etc. This mostly belongs to level 2 of situation assessment, as it is more on utilizing the knowledge either learned or provided a priori, hence ‘experience’ becomes the dominating factor.
4 Romeo2 Project: Situation Assessment

Table 1. Identification and Classification of the key situation assessment components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(I) Perception of Human</th>
<th>(II) Perception of Robot Itself</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) People Presence</td>
<td>(i) Battery Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Face Detection</td>
<td>(ii) Body Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Face Characteristics</td>
<td>(iii) Foot Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iv) Gaze Analysis</td>
<td>(iv) Robot Posture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(v) Face Recognition</td>
<td>(v) Fall Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vi) Face and Person Tracking</td>
<td>(vi) Self Collision Detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii) Posture Characterization</td>
<td>(vii) User Profile Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(viii) Waving Detection</td>
<td>(viii) Intention Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(viii) Perception of Object</td>
<td>(viii) Perception of Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vii) Perception of Environment</td>
<td>(vii) Perception of Stimuli</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(iv) **Track**: This layer corresponds to the requirement to track something (sound, object, person, etc.) during the course of interaction. From this layer, level 3 of situation assessment begins, as tracking allows to update in time the state of the beforehand entity (person, object, etc.), hence involves a kind of ‘projection’.

(v) **Interact**: This corresponds to the high-level perception requirements for interaction with the human and the environment. E.g. activity, action and intention prediction, perspective taking, social signal and gaze analyses, semantic and affordance prediction (e.g. pushable objects, sitable objects, etc.). It mainly belongs to level 3 of situation assessment, as involves ‘predicting’ side of perception.

Sometimes, practically there are some intermediate loops and bridges among these layers, for example a kind of loop between tracking and recognition. Those are not shown for the sake of making main idea of the architecture better visible.

Note the closed loop aspect of the architecture from interaction to sense. As shown in some preliminary examples in section 3, such as Ex1, we are able to practically achieve this, which is important to facilitate natural human-robot interaction process, which can be viewed as: Sense $\rightarrow$ Build knowledge for interaction $\rightarrow$ Interact $\rightarrow$ Decide what to sense $\rightarrow$ Sense $\rightarrow$...

2.2 Basic Requirements, Key Attributes and Developments

In Romeo2 project, we have identified the key attributes and elements of situation assessment, to be perceived from companion robotics domain perspective, and categorized along five basic requirements as summarized in table 1. In this section, we describe some of those modules. See Naoqi [18] for details of all the modules.

1. Perception of Human

**People presence**: Perceives presence of people, assign unique ID to each detected person. **Face characteristics**: To predict age, gender and degree of smile on a detected face. **Posture characterization (human)**: To find position and orientation of different body parts of the human, shoulder, hand, etc. **Perspective taking**: To perceive reachable and visible places and objects from the human’s perspective, with the level of effort required to see and reach. **Emotion recognition**: For basic emotions of anxiety, anger, sadness, joy, etc. based on multi-modal audio-video signal analysis. **Speaker localization**: Localizes spatially the speaking person. **Speech rhythm analysis**: Analyzing the characterization of speech rhythm by using acoustic or prosodic anchoring, to extract social signals such as
engagement, etc. **User profile:** To generate emotional and interactional profile of the interacting user. Used to dynamically interpret the emotional behavior as well as to build behavioral model of the individual over a longer period of time. **Intention analysis:** To interpret the intention and desire of the user through conversation in order to provide context, and switch among different topics to talk. The context also helps other perception components about what to perceive and where to focus. Thus, facilitates closing the interaction-sense loop of fig. 3.

### II. Perception of Robot Itself

**Fall detection:** To detect if the robot is falling and to take some human user and self-protection measures with its arms before touching the ground.

Other modules in this category are self-descriptive. However it is worth to mention that, such modules also provide symbolic level information, such as *battery nearly empty*, *getting charged*, *foot touching ground*, *symbolic posture sitting, standing, standing in init pose*, etc. All these help in achieving one of the aims of Romeo2 project: sensing for natural interaction with human.

### III. Perception of Object

**Object Tracker:** It consists of different aspects of tracking, such as moving to track, tracking a moving object and tracking while the robot is moving. **Semantic perception (object):** Extracts high-level meaningful information, such as object *type* (*chair, table, etc.*), *categories and affordances* (*sit able, pushable, etc.*)

### IV. Perception of Environment

**Darkness detection:** Estimates based on the lighting conditions of the environment around the robot. **Semantic perception (place):** Extracts meaningful information from the environment about places and landmarks (a kitchen, corridor, etc.), and builds topological maps.

### V. Perception of Stimuli

**Contact observer:** To be aware of desired or non-desired contacts when they occur, by interpreting information from various embedded sensors, such as accelerometers, gyro, inclinometers, joints, IMU and motor torques’.

### 3 Results and Discussion on Innovation Potentials

We will not go in detail of the individual modules and the results, as those can be found online [18]. Instead, we will discuss some of the advantages and innovation potentials, which such modules functioning on a unified platform could bring.

**Ex1:** The capability of multi-modal perception, combining input from the interacting user, the events triggered by other perception components, and the centralized memorization mechanism of robot, help to achieve the goal of closing the interact-sense loop and dynamically shaping the interaction.
Romeo2 Project: Situation Assessment

Fig. 5. High-level situation assessment. (a) The semantics map of the environment. (b) Effort and Perspective taking based situation assessment. (c) Combining (a) and (b), the robot will be able to make the object accessible to the human.

To demonstrate, we programmed an extensive dialogue with 26 topics that shows the capabilities of the Romeo robot. During this dialogue the user often interrupts Romeo to quickly ask a question, this leads to several 'conflicting' topics in the dialogue manager. The activation of different topics during an interaction over a period is shown in fig. 4. The plot shows that around 136th second the user has to take his medicine, but the situation assessment based memory indicates that the user has ignored and not yet taken the medicine. Eventually, the system results the robot urging the user to take his medication (pointed by blue arrow), making it more important than the activity indicated by the user during the conversation (to engage in reading a book, pointed by dotted arrow in dark green). Hence, a close loop between the perception and interaction is getting achieved in a real time, dynamic and interactive manner.

Ex2: Fig. 5(a) shows situation assessment of the environment and objects at the level of semantics and affordances, such as there is a 'table' recognized at position X, and this belongs to an affordance category on which something can be put. Fig. 5(b) shows situation assessment by perspective taking, in terms of abilities and effort of the human. This enables the robot to infer that the sitting human (as shown in fig. 5(c)) will be required to stand up and lean forward to see and take the object behind the box. Thanks to the combined reasoning of (a) and (b), the robot will be able to make the object accessible to the human by placing it on the table (knowing that something can be put on it), at a place reachable and visible by the human with least effort (through the perspective taking mechanism), as shown in fig. 5(c).

In Romeo2 we also aim to use this combined reasoning about abilities and efforts of agents, and affordances of the environment, for autonomous human-level understanding of task semantics through interactive demonstration, for the development of robot’s proactive behaviors, etc. as suggested the feasibility and advantages in some of our complementary studies in those directions, [19], [20].

Ex3: Analyzing verbal and non-verbal behaviors such as head direction (e.g. on-view or off-view detection) [15], speech rhythm (e.g. on-talk or self-talk) [22], laugh detection [8], emotion detection [24], attention detection [23], and their dynamics (e.g. synchrony [7]), combined with acoustic analysis (e.g. spectrum) and prosodic analysis altogether greatly allows to improve social engagement characterization of the human during interaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitch-based</td>
<td>52.16 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy-based</td>
<td>59.51 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm-based</td>
<td>56.97 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch + Energy</td>
<td>64.31 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch + Energy + Rhythm</td>
<td>71.62 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Self-talk detection
To demonstrate, we collected a database of human-robot interaction during sessions of cognitive stimulation. The preliminary result with 14 users shows that on a 7 level evaluation scheme, the average scores for questions, "Did robot show any empathy?", "Was it nice to you?" and "Was it polite?" were 6.3, 6.2 and 6.4 respectively. In addition, the multi-modality combination of the rhythmic, energy and pitch characteristics seems to be elevating the detection of self-talk (known to reflect the cognitive load of the user, especially for elderly) as shown in table of fig. 6.

**Ex4:** Inferring face gaze (as illustrated in fig. 7), combined with sound localization and object detection, altogether provides enhanced knowledge about who might be speaking in a multi-people human-robot interaction, and further facilitates analyzing the attention and intention. To demonstrate this, we conducted an experiment with two speakers, initially speaking at the different sides of the robot and then slowly moving towards each other and eventually separate away. Fig. 8 shows the preliminary result for the sound source separation by the system based on beamforming. The left part (BF-SS) shows when only the audio signal is used. When the system uses the visual information combined with the audio signals, the performance is better (AVBF-SS) in all the three types of analyses: signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) and signal-to-artifact (SAR) ratio.

**Ex5:** The fusion of rich information about visual clues, audio speech rhythm, lexical content and the user profile is also opening doors for automated context extraction, helping for better interaction and emotion grounding and making the interaction interesting, like doing humor [13].

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have provided an overview of the rich multi-modal perception and situation assessment system within the scope of Romeo2 project. We have presented our sensing-interaction perception architecture and identified the key perception components requirements for companion robot. The main novelty lies in the provision for rich reasoning about the human and practically closing the sensing-interaction loop. We have pointed towards some of the work in progress innovation potentials, achievable when different situation assessment components are working on a unified theoretical and functional framework. It would be interesting to see how it could serve as guideline in different context than companion robot, such as robot co-worker.
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